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6 Features of ONE FLEX
Exclusively offers

Easy to see plotter
cut lines

From 250°F
temperature

Hot peel

Cut the ﬁnest of
detail

Easy layering

Superb
stretchabel

Only available in AVIVA WHOLESALE
with accumulation 20 years knowledge and skills
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ONE FLEX

The Most User friendly Flex
Hot Peel / Semi Matt ﬁnish
Visible Cut lines
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One Flex is a soft, silky smooth Polyurethane Heat Transfer Flex, with a semi matte ﬁnish.
Smooth cutting, Super Easy to weed, Visible cut lines, Hot peel and Layering will help to
increase the productivity. A clear, light adhesive backing enables intricate cutting. You can
stretch One ﬂex as much as you want. One Flex is the most user-friendly PU ever produced.

Available Roll Sizes

One Flex Colors

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Thickness

White
(AW-01)

Yellow
(AW-02)

Orange
(AW-03)

Red
(AW-04)

Ocean
(AW-05)

Royal Blue
(AW-06)

Brown
(AW-07)

Black
(AW-08)

Navy
(AW-09)

Grey
(AW-10)

Green
(AW-11)

Charcoal
(AW-12)

Purple
(AW-13)

Pink
(AW-14)

Lemon Yellow
(AW-15)

Sky Blue -A
(AW-16)

Gold
(AW-17)

Silver
(AW-18)

Sky Blue - B
(AW-19)

Golden Yellow
(AW-20)

Maroon
(AW-21)

L.Green
(AW-22)

Khaki
(AW-23)

Aqua
(AW-24)

Camel
(AW-25)

Fuchsia
(AW-26)

D. Green
(AW-27)

Neon Yellow
(AW-28)

Neon Orange
(AW-29)

Neon Pink
(AW-30)

Neon Green
(AW-31)

Neon Blue
(AW-32)

Sun yellow
(AW-33)

Beige
(AW-34)

Pastel Purple
(AW-35)

Pastel Yellow
(AW-36)

Pastel Blue
(AW-37)

Pastel Pink
(AW-38)

Signal Red
(AW-39)

Pastel Green
(AW-40)

Pastel L.Green
(AW-41)

Rose Gold
(AW-42)

Vivid Orange
(AW-103)

Chilli Red
(AW-104)

Skin: 30 microns
Hot Melt: 60 microns
Tolerance: ±20 microns

Transfer Conditions of One Flex

(284°f)~(302°f)

Rich Purple Champagne Gold Tangerine
(AW-113)
(AW-117)
(AW-120)

8~10 Seconds

Notes
Medium Pressure

Hot Peel

1. Silver, Gold and Rose Gold colors have pearl effect and
the prices for those colors are higher than normal ones.
2. Slight color variation between rolls could occur.
3. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

information and recommendations above are based on
our test.
We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and

Washing

print prior to order.
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GLITTER FLEX

Real glitter ﬂakes
Deep sparkle effect
No Glitter loss
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Glitter Flex is shiny and shimmery ﬂex made from real glitter ﬂakes but it is smooth
to cut and weed. It provides stunning deep sparkle effect and there is no Glitter loss after
washing.
You can do the Sublimation printing onto the surface of bright Glitter ﬂex to create truly
luxurious and unique designs.
Available Roll Sizes

Glitter Colors

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 15748 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Thickness
Skin: 240 microns
Hot Melt: 80 microns

Silver
(AW-01)

L Gold
(AW-02)

Red
(AW-03)

Aqua
(AW-04)

Blue
(AW-05)

Cherry
(AW-06)

Lavender
(AW-07)

Emerald
(AW-08)

Brown
(AW-09)

Black
(AW-10)

Holo silver
(AW-11)

Gold
(AW-12)

Navy
(AW-13)

Pink
(AW-14)

Black Glod
(AW-15)

Jade
(AW-16)

Green
(AW-17)

Holo Pink
(AW-18)

L.Green
(AW-19)

L.Multi
(AW-20)

Grey
(AW-21)

Copper
(AW-22)

D. Purple
(AW-23)

Royal Blue
(AW-24)

Purple
(AW-25)

Hot Pink
(AW-26)

Multi
(AW-27)

Maroon
(AW-28)

White
(AW-29)

Holo Gold
(AW-30)

Rose Gold
(AW-31)

Lady Pink
(AW-32)

Eggplant
(AW-33)

Rainbow White
(AW-101)

Tolerance: ±30 microns

Transfer Conditions of Glitter Flex

White Pearl
Neon
(AW-102)
Rainbow Yellow
(AW-302)

Neon
Neon
Neon
Neon
Neon
Rainbow Orange Rainbow Pink Rainbow Green Rainbow Blue Rainbow Purple
(AW-304)
(AW-305)
(AW-306)
(AW-307)
(AW-303)

Notes
(320°f)

10~15 Seconds

1. AW-18 Holo Pink is suitable for White garments due to
its transparency.
2. Sublimation printing can be done on the surface of

Medium Pressure

Warm, Cold Peel

the bright color Glitter ﬂex.
3. Slight color variation between rolls could occur.
4. All information is given as guidelines and the techni-

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

cal information and recommendations above are based
on our test. We highly recommend that you perform a
test cut and print prior to order.

104°F Washing
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SOFT METALLIC

A Stamping Foil type ﬁnish
Super elastic & thin Intricate
designs & letters
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Soft Metallic, the cad cut version of stamping foil, is super elastic and thin to
provide a very comfortable to wear. An adhesive backing enables cutting the most intricate
designs and let-ters. Enjoy incredible 50 various colors and glamorous patterns of Soft
Metallic that you never ﬁnd anywhere else.

Available Roll Sizes

Soft Metallic Colors

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Silver
(AW-801)

Gold
(AW-802)

Black
(AW-803)

White
(AW-804)

Red
(AW-805)

lndi Pink
(AW-806)

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

L. Bronza
(AW-807)

Blue
(AW-808)

Azure
(AW-809)

A Turquoise
(AW-810)

Green
(AW-811)

Pink
(AW-812)

Thickness

C Pink
(AW-813)

D Purple
(AW-814)

L Gumetal
(AW-815)

O Copper
(AW-816)

Orange
(AW-817)

Brown
(AW-818)

The Neon**
(AW-819)

Neon Orange **
(AW-820)

Clear
(AW-821)

Matt Clear
(AW-822)

Galaxy Silver*
(AW-850)

Glass Silver*
(AW-851)

Holoshine
Silver*
(AW-852)

Holoshine
Gold*
(AW-853)

Holoshine Red*
(AW-854)

Military A*
(AW-855)

Military C*
(AW-856)

Camoﬂage A*
(AW-857)

Multi
Potatoes*
(AW-861)

Leopard-a
Silver*
(AW-862)

Leopard-a
Gold*
(AW-863)

Rose Silver*
(AW-866)

Rose Gold*
(AW-867)

Splash Pink
(AW-868)

Splash Blue
(AW-869)

Holo Rain
Silver**
(AW-872)

Holo Rain
Gold**
(AW-873)

Rainbow
Bubble-m**
(AW-874)

Rainbow
Oil**
(AW-875)

Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 15748 inch / color

Skin: 3 microns
Hot Melt: 60 microns
Tolerance: ±8.5 microns

Camoﬂage B* Camoﬂage C* Multi Strippe
(AW-858)
(AW-859)
117*
(AW-860)

Transfer Conditions of Soft Metallic

Flower A*
(AW-864)

Flower B*
(AW-865)

Galaxy Bubble Galaxy Bubble
Silver**
Gold**
(AW-870)
(AW-871)

(284°f)

8~10 Seconds
Clear
Rainbow-1**
(AW-876)

Medium Pressure

Cool Peel

Galaxy Multi
Stripe 117*
(AW-877)

Notes
1. The following colors are translucent in some areas and
any color garment will show through:

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

AW-856 Military C, AW-857 Camoﬂage A, AW-858 Camoﬂage B, AW-859 Camoﬂage C
2. If you want more glossy effect, peel the PET liner when

Cold Water

it is cold.
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PVC FLEX

100% Matt Surface
Superb wash durability
32 colors available
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PVC is an economical heat transfer ﬂex with matt ﬁnish. The smooth and silky touch
surface gives luxurious look after heat pressing. The excellent wash durability is one of the
main features of PVC. It is easy to cut and weed and the colors looks so perfect on cold peel.
Glossy Silver and Gold color PVC are available for the unique effect of PVC.

Available Roll Sizes

PVC Colors

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Thickness

Silver
(AW-01)

Grey
(AW-02)

Gold
(AW-03)

Red
(AW-04)

Golden Yellow
(AW-05)

Yellow
(AW-06)

Neon Pink
(AW-07)

Pink
(AW-08)

Maroon
(AW-09)

Purple
(AW-10)

Royal Blue
(AW-11)

Sky Blue A
(AW-12)

Neon Yellow
(AW-13)

Neon Green
(AW-14)

Green
(AW-15)

Brown
(AW-16)

Black
(AW-17)

White
(AW-18)

Navy
(AW-19)

Orange
(AW-20)

D. Green
(AW-23)

Neon Blue
(AW-24)

Khaki
(AW-25)

L.Green
(AW-26)

Camel
(AW-29)

Aqua
(AW-30)

Silver Glossy
(AW-31)

Gold Glossy
(AW-32)

Skin(Norm): 125 microns
Skin(Noen): 145 microns
Hot Melt: 60 microns
Tolerance: ±15 microns

Transfer Conditions of PVC

Neon Orange Lemon Yellow
(AW-21)
(AW-22)

Sky Blue B
(AW-27)

Fuchsia
(AW-28)

Notes
1. Please do not cut this ﬁlm with a laser machine
because it emits hazardous fumes.

(302°f)

10 Seconds

2. For Glossy colors, please use the same code number for
normal Silver and Gold.
3. Slight color variation between rolls could occur.
4. AW-18 White of hot melt is embossed for visible

Medium Pressure

Cold Peel

cutting lines.
5. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on

Non Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

our test. We highly recommend that you perform a test
cut and print prior to order.

140ºF Washing
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METALLIC FLEX

High glossy & mirrored effect
Sublimation printing available
Cut the ﬁnest details
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Metallic heat transfer ﬂex provides high glossy and mirrored effects on your design.
Metallic effect can be used for fashion industry and leisure. Excellent durability is the
biggest merit of the ﬂex and this is the only Metallic ﬂex that can be sublimation printed on
the surface.

Available Roll Sizes

Transfer Conditions of Sublimation Printing

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 15748 inch / color
(356°f)

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Medium Pressure

20 Seconds

Thickness
Warm Peel

Skin: 33 microns
Hot Melt: 50 microns
Tolerance: ±11 microns

PVC Colors

Transfer Conditions of Metallic Flex

(302°f)

10~15 Seconds

Silver
(AW-01)

Gold
(AW-02)

Red
(AW-03)

Fuchsia
(AW-04)

Violet
(AW-05)

Pink
(AW-06)

Sky Blue
(AW-07)

Aqua
(AW-08)

Royal Blue
(AW-09)

Orange
(AW-10)

Brown
(AW-11)

Black
(AW-12)

Copper
(AW-13)

Green
(AW-14)

L. Green
(AW-15)

Clear
(AW-17)

Matt Silver
(AW-51)

Matt Gold
(AW-52)

Notes
1. Metallic Flex is applicable for Sublimation printing.
2. The sublimation print works on poly fabric.

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

3. Matt colors of Gold and Silver are available.
4. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

5. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test. We highly recommend that you perform a test

Washing

cut and print prior to order.
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HOLOGRAPHIC

High reﬂection & Mirrored effect
Sublimation printing available
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Holographic heat transfer ﬂex provides a shiny prism-like ﬁnish with a rainbow effect. It
provides brilliant 3D effect when viewed from different angles. Colors and effects that only
holograms can provide will help decorate colorful costumes. Now you can Sublimation
print onto the surface of the ﬁlm, to create truly unique designs. 20 Fabulous colors are
available.
Available Roll Sizes

Transfer Conditions of Sublimation Printing

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 15748 inch / color
(356°f)

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Medium Pressure

20 Seconds

Thickness
Warm Peel

Skin: 40 microns
Hot Melt: 50 microns
Tolerance: ±11 microns

Holographic Colors

Transfer Conditions of Holographic
Flex

(302°f)

10~15 Seconds

Silver
(AW-01)

Gold
(AW-02)

Red
(AW-03)

Purple
(AW-04)

Violet
(AW-05)

Green
(AW-06)

Sky Blue
(AW-07)

Royal Blue
(AW-08)

Orange
(AW-09)

Brown
(AW-10)

Back
(AW-11)

Navy
(AW-12)

Crystal Silver
(AW-13)

Crystal Gold
(AW-14)

Fuchsia
(AW-15)

Pink
(AW-16)

Blush
(AW-17)

Aqua
(AW-18)

Spectrum
(AW-19)

Multi-A
(AW-20)

Notes
1. Holographic Flex is applicable for Sublimation printing.

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

2. Grids in AW-19 Spectrum are shown due to unique production process.
3. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

4. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test.

140ºF Washing

5. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.
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SUBLI BLOCK-PU

Block Out dye migration
Light weight and good elasticity
No curling when cut to smaller sheets
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Subli-block PU makes the ultimate barrier to sublimation dyed textiles. The additional layer
of the ﬂex can protect the color migration activated by the sublimation ink of the textiles so
you can feel the original ﬂex color on the garment. You can see the difference when you
heat press the ﬂex on colorful garment.

Available Roll Sizes

Subli-Block PU Colors

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

White (AW-01)

Thickness

Notes

Skin: 115 microns

1. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

Hot Melt: 55 microns

information and recommendations above are based on

Tolerance: ±20 microns

our test.
2. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

Transfer Conditions of PVC

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing
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FLOCK FLEX

Suede-like velvet touch
Rayon ﬂock pile
Embroidery effect
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Flock ﬂex is a suede-like velvet touch ﬂex. It is high quality rayon ﬂock and it comes with
high density hot-melt at the back of the ﬂex which enables the ﬂex to be attached on the
garments appropriately. Our Flock ﬂex is used for logos, numbers and letters on the T-shirts
or sportswear and due to its special features. It is quite easy for cutting and weeding and it
could be used when you want embroidery effect.
Available Roll Sizes

Flock Colors

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Thickness

Grey
(AW-01)

Yellow
(AW-02)

Red
(AW-03)

Pink
(AW-04)

Orange
(AW-05)

Green
(AW-06)

Sky Blue
(AW-07)

Royal Blue
(AW-08)

Navy
(AW-09)

Black
(AW-10)

White
(AW-11)

Beige
(AW-12)

Wine
(AW-13)

Purple
(AW-14)

Skin: 380 microns
Hot Melt: 100 microns

Notes

Tolerance: ±50 microns

1. Before cutting small or ﬁne designs, please adjust a
knife force on a plotter machine. .
2. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.

Transfer Conditions of Flock

3. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test.

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Cold Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing

We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.
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LUMINOUS FLEX

Glowing in the dark
Long lasting brightness
Creating fun designs
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Luminous ﬂex gives excellent effect of glowing in the dark with a bright and long lasting
glow. It is non-toxic ﬂex and requires no external powder to glow. You can create stunning
and fun designs for children and adults alike. There will be no loss of glow wash after wash.

Available Roll Sizes

Luminous Colors

Width: 19.6 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Milky (AW-01)

Thickness

Notes

Skin: 160 microns

1. If Luminous is not bright enough, expose it to the sun

Hot Melt: 60 microns

for a while before using it again.

Tolerance: ±20 microns

2. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.
3. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

Transfer Conditions of Luminous
Flex

information and recommendations above are based on
our test.
4. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Warm, Cold Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

104ºF Washing
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REFLECTIVE FLEX

High intensity reﬂective beads
High visibility in the spotlight
Sticky liner
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Subli-block PU makes the ultimate barrier to sublimation dyed textiles. The additional layer
of the ﬂex can protect the color migration activated by the sublimation ink of the textiles so
you can feel the original ﬂex color on the garment. You can see the difference when you
heat press the ﬂex on colorful garment.

Available Roll Sizes

Reﬂective Colors

Width: 19.6 inch, 39.3 inch
Length: 984.2 inch, 1968.5 inch, 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color

Silver
(AW-01)

Gold
(AW-03)

Purple
(AW-04)

Notes

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

1. Please note that slight color variation between rolls

Thickness

could occur.

Skin: 115 microns

2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

Hot Melt: 60 microns

information and recommendations above are based on

Tolerance: ±20 microns

our test.
3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

Transfer Conditions of Reﬂective
Flex

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Hot, Warm Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing
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SHIMMER FLEX

Shining pearl effect
Superb wash durability
Soft texture
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Flock ﬂex is a suede-like velvet touch ﬂex. It is high quality rayon ﬂock and it comes with
high density hot-melt at the back of the ﬂex which enables the ﬂex to be attached on the
garments appropriately. Our Flock ﬂex is used for logos, numbers and letters on the T-shirts
or sportswear and due to its special features. It is quite easy for cutting and weeding and it
could be used when you want embroidery effect.
Available Roll Sizes

Shimmer Flex Colors

Width: 20.0 inch
Length: 984.2 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Thickness
Skin: 40 microns
Hot Melt: 60 microns

Silver
(AW-01)

Gold
(AW-02)

Red
(AW-03)

Blue
(AW-04)

Green
(AW-05)

Pink
(AW-06)

Purple
(AW-07)

Black
(AW-08)

White
(AW-09)

Clear
(AW-10)

Holo Silver
(AW-11)

Holo Gold
(AW-12)

Splash S/Pink Splash G/Green Zebra Silver
(AW-101)
(AW-102)
(AW-103)

Zebra Gold
(AW-104)

Pastel Strokes Illusion Black
(AW-107)
(AW-108)

Milky Way
(AW-110)

Multi Dots
(AW-109)

Multi Potatoes Multi stripe 117
(AW-105)
(AW-106)

Tolerance: ±5 microns

Notes
1. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.

Transfer Conditions of Shimmer
Flex

2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test.
3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Cold Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

104ºF Washing

print prior to order.
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CHAMELEON FILM

Glossy aurora effect
Excellent durability
High reﬂection
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Chameleon Film provides aurora effect when viewed from different angles. It is very easy to
cut and weed so it works well with ﬁne and delicate designs. Remember there are only 6
colors but it can make inﬁnite colors and effect according to the angle of light. You will be
attracted by our Chameleon Film.

Available Roll Sizes

Chameleon Film Colors

Width: 19.2 inch
Pink
(AW-01)

Length: 1968.5 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color

Blue
(AW-02)

Red
(AW-03)

Orange
(AW-04)

Green
(AW-05)

Violet
(AW-06)

Notes

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

1. Please note that slight color variation between rolls

Thickness

could occur.

Skin: 45 microns

2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

Hot Melt: 50 microns

information and recommendations above are based on

Tolerance: ±10 microns

our test.
3.We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

Transfer Conditions of Chameleon
Film

(302°f)

10~15 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

104ºF Washing
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ULTRA REFLECTIVE

Upgrade Reﬂective Flex
Higher visibility in the spotlight
Made of Glass beads
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Ultra Reﬂective is heat transfer ﬂex which is made of ﬁne glass beads. It has ultra visibility
in the spotlight so it is suitable for the garments such as leisure & activity clothing. Also, it
is very easy to cut and weed and has a variety of colors such as Silver, Normal colors and
Neon colors. Reveal powerful presence in the dark with Ultra Reﬂective!

Available Roll Sizes

Ultra Reﬂective Colors

Width: 19.6 inch
Length: 984.2 inch 1968.5 inch
MOQ: 39370.1 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Rainbow
(AW-01)

Black
(AW-03)

D. Grey
(AW-04)

White
(AW-05)

Red
(AW-06)

Caramel
(AW-07)

Neon Blue
(AW-08)

Neon Pink
(AW-09

Neon Yellow
(AW-10)

Neon Orange
(AW-11

Neon Coral
(AW-12)

Neon Purple
(AW-13)

Thickness

Neon Green
(AW-14)

Skin: 60 / 80 microns

Notes

Hot Melt: 60 microns

1. Normal colors are stretchable.

Tolerance: ±5 microns

2. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.
3. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on

Transfer Conditions of Ultra
Reﬂective

our test.
4. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Cold Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing
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SILICONE FLEX

Thick ﬂex with subli block properties
Friendly environmental PU
200mic & 500mic
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The ultimate in heat transfer ﬂex - Silicone ﬂex is available in 200 & 500 micron versions.
Silicone Flex is color rich, with great stretch & rebound properties. Having natural dye sub
block out properties, it's perfect for sporting and fashion garment decorators alike. The
ultra-luxurious touch will take garment designs to the next level, enabling decorators to
command a higher price for their designs.
Available Roll Sizes

Silicone Flex 200 mic. Colors

Width: 19.6 inch
White
(AW-01)

Length: 984.2 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color

Red
(AW-04)

Royal Blue
(AW-06)

Black
(AW-08)

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Sky Blue-B
(AW-19)

Thickness

Silicone Flex 200 mic. Colors

Grey
(AW-10)

Green
(AW-11)

Grey
(AW-10)

Green
(AW-11)

Skin + Hotmelt: 500 mic
White
(AW-01)

Tolerance: ±50 microns

Red
(AW-04)

Royal Blue
(AW-06)

Black
(AW-08)

Skin + Hotmelt: 200 mic
Tolerance: ±20 microns

Sky Blue-B
(AW-19)

Notes
Transfer Conditions of Silicone
Flex 200 mic. & 500 mic.

1. Please let us know the thickenss or code number for
Silicne Flex to avoid any confusion.
2. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.
3. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

(302°f)

10~15 Seconds

information and recommendations above are based on
our test.
4. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and

Medium Pressure

Cold Peel

Non Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing

print prior to order.
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CARBON PU

Carbon ﬁber texture
Striking visual effect
Sophisticated brushed metal
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Carbon ﬁber vinyl is widely used on Vehicles wrap, Furniture, Laptop, Cell phones and so on.
But from now on, you can decorate your T-shirts with AW Carbon PU which creates carbon
ﬁber patterns, sophisticated brushed metal and striking visual effect. It is thicker than
normal PU but it is stretchable and heat resistant so the carbon pattern is remains clear
after heat pressing. Also, a clear, light adhesive backing enables intricate cutting and registration.
Available Roll Sizes

Carbon PU Colors

Width: 19.6 inch
White
(AW-01)

Length: 1968.5 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color

Black
(AW-02)

Gold
(AW-03)

Silver
(AW-04)

Notes

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

1. Slight color variation between rolls could occur.

Thickness

2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

Skin: 150 microns

information and recommendations above are based on

Hot Melt: 60 microns

our test.

Tolerance: ±10 microns

3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

Transfer Conditions of Carbon PU

(302°f)(320°f)

8~10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

104ºF Washing
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PUFF PU

Three-dimensional and
voluminous designs
Soft and warm texture
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Puff PU is a foaming vinyl that makes a self-expansion by heat pressing. If you would like to
make your design to be three-dimensional and voluminous, try our Puff PU!
It looks like normal PU but it expands under a single press creating cubic, 3D effects
compared with normal ﬁlm. In addition, it provides soft and warm texture on your design.
A clear, light adhesive backing enables intricate cutting and registration.
Available Roll Sizes

Puff PU Colors

Width: 19.6 inch
White
(AW-01)

Length: 1968.5 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color

Black
(AW-02)

Notes

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

1. We recommend 'Gentle wash' for Puff PU because it is

Thickness

quite sensitive material and washing may deform the

Skin: 80 microns

puff effect.

Hot Melt: 60 microns

2. Due to the characteristic of Puff PU, it is suitable for

Tolerance: ±10 microns

garment which is ﬂexible and not too thick.
3. Slight color variation between rolls could occur.
4. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on

Transfer Conditions of Puff PU

our test.
5. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

(302°f)(311°f)

10~12 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

104ºF Washing
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SUBLI FABRIC

Full Color Sublimation Printing
Onto woven surface
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Subli Fabric is an innovative HTV that allows you to use sublimation paper on fabrics with
various colors. It feels a lot like normal t-shirt so it enables you to add full color designs onto
dark colored fabrics without altering the texture of the t-shirts. It has a soft texture which
makes it suitable to create unique designs without stiff texture. Since it is soft and
comfortable, it is perfect for casual wear, sportswear and any other informal occasions. Because it is compatible with sublimation printing, you do not have to worry about color
fading after wash.
Transfer Conditions of Sublimation Printing

Available Roll Sizes
Width: 17.3 inch
Length: 1968.5 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

(374°f)(392°f)

Thickness

20~25 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Hot Peel

Subli Fabric Colors

Skin: 250 microns
Hot Melt: ±60 microns

White
(AW-01)

Tolerance: ±10 microns

Notes
1. Slight color variation between rolls could occur.

Transfer Conditions of Subli Fabric

2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test.
3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order

(320°f)

4 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Cold Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

104ºF Washing
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SUBLI FLOCK

Great result with Dense Flock Fiber
Unique design patches
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Subli Fabric is an innovative HTV that allows you to use sublimation paper on fabrics with
various colors. It feels a lot like normal t-shirt so it enables you to add full color designs onto
dark colored fabrics without altering the texture of the t-shirts. It has a soft texture which
makes it suitable to create unique designs without stiff texture. Since it is soft and
comfortable, it is perfect for casual wear, sportswear and any other informal occasions.
Because it is compatible with sublimation printing, you do not have to worry about color
fading after wash.
Transfer Conditions of Sublimation Printing

Available Roll Sizes
Width: 17.3 inch
Length: 1968.5 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

(374°f)(392°f)

Thickness

20~25 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Hot Peel

Subli Fabric Colors

Skin: 250 microns
Hot Melt: ±60 microns

White
(AW-01)

Tolerance: ±10 microns

Notes
1. Slight color variation between rolls could occur.

Transfer Conditions of Subli Fabric

2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test.
3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

(320°f)

4 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Cold Peel

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

104ºF Washing
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ONE PRINT

For Eco Solvent inks
Full vivid color
No long drying time
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One Print is environment-friendly printable PU material suitable for Eco Solvent inks. You
can create full color designs or logos. The printed colors on One Print is vivid and clear and
it does not require long drying after printing. An adhesive backing ﬁlm enables intricate
cutting.
Available Roll Sizes

Printable Media Colors

Width: 19.6 inch 39.3 inch
Length: 1968.5 inch 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

One Print White (AW-01)

Thickness
Skin: 30 microns
Hot Melt: 60 microns
Tolerance: ±20 microns

Digital PU Transparent (AW-02)

Transfer Conditions of One Print

Digital PU Silver (AW-01)

Notes
(302°f)

10 Seconds

1. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.
2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

information and recommendations above are based on
our test.
3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing

Eco Solvent Ink
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PRINTABLE GLITTER

Real glitter ﬂakes
Unique print material
Various colors with White & Neon
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Printable Glitter is a unique printable product for Eco Solvent inks. Made from real glitter
ﬂakes, it can create glamorous and shimmering glitter look of designs with full color
printing.Our unique production process ensures that there is no Glitter loss after washing.
And various colors including White, Neon and Rainbow colors are available.
Available Roll Sizes

Printable Glitter Colors

Width: 19.6 inch 39.3 inch
Length: 1968.5 inch 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color

Printable Glitter White (AW-29)

* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Printable Glitter Rainbow White (AW-101)

Thickness
Skin: 240 microns

Printable Glitter Neon Rainbow Yellow (AW-302)

Hot Melt: 80 microns
Tolerance: ±30 microns

Printable Glitter Neon Rainbow Orange (AW-303)

Printable Glitter Neon Rainbow Pink (AW-304)

Transfer Conditions of Printable
Glitter

Printable Glitter Neon Rainbow Green (AW-305)

Printable Glitter Neon Rainbow Blue (AW-306)

(302°f)

10~15 Seconds

Printable Glitter Neon Rainbow Purple (AW-307)

Notes
Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

1. Please note that slight color variation between rolls
could occur.
2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical

Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

information and recommendations above are based on
our test.
3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and

140ºF Washing

Eco Solvent Ink

print prior to order.
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PRINTABLE PVC

Economic print material
Easy to cut and weed
Perfect for letters or logos
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Printable PVC heat transfer vinyl is economic print material for Eco Solvent inks. It is easy to
cut and weed and it allows customers to design any colors due to its excellent color pigment absorbing ability. The colors stay on after its application. Our Printable PVC is capable
of delicate and small designs such as letters or logos.
Available Roll Sizes

Printable PVC Colors

Width: 19.6 inch 39.3 inch
Length: 1968.5 inch 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Printable PVC White (AW-01)

Thickness

Notes

Skin: 125 microns
Hot Melt: 60 microns

1. Please note that slight color variation between rolls

Tolerance: ±15 microns

could occur.
2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test.

Transfer Conditions of Printable
PVC

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

Non Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing

3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.
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PRINTABLE LUMINOUS

Glowing in the dark
Long lasting brightness
Suitables for Eco Solvent ink
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Printable Luminous heat transfer ﬂex is suitable for Eco Solvent inks and gives excellent
effects of glowing in the dark with long lasting glow. This ﬂex allows customers to design in
any colors with its excellent color pigment absorbing ability and the color will stay long
wash after wash. Our Printable Luminous is non-toxic and requires no external powder to
glow.
Available Roll Sizes

Printable Luminous Colors

Width: 19.6 inch 39.3 inch
Length: 1968.5 inch 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Printable Luminous Milky (AW-01)

Thickness

Notes

Skin: 100 microns
Hot Melt: 60 microns

1. Please note that slight color variation between rolls

Tolerance: ±20 microns

could occur.
2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test.

Transfer Conditions of Printable
PVC

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

Non Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing

3.We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.
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PRINTABLE SUBLIC BLOCK PU

PROTESTS THE COLOR MIGRATION
CLEAR AND VIVID COLOR TRANSFER
FOR ECO-SOLVENT INK
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Printable Subli-block PU ﬂex makes the ultimate barrier to sublimation dyed textiles. It protects the color migration activated by the sublimation ink of the textiles. It has no curling
and is excellent for weeding and you can get fairly good printable transfer designs for
names, numbers and logos especially on the dark fabric.

Available Roll Sizes

Printable Subli-block PU Colors

Width: 19.6 inch 39.3 inch
Length: 1968.5 inch 3937.01 inch
MOQ: 7874.02 inch / color
* Roll sizes or MOQ can be discussed.

Printable Subli-block PU White (AW-01)

Thickness

Notes

Skin: 150 microns
Hot Melt: 55 microns

1. Please note that slight color variation between rolls

Tolerance: ±20 microns

could occur.
2. All information is given as guidelines and the technical
information and recommendations above are based on
our test.

Transfer Conditions of Printable
Subli-block PU

(302°f)

10 Seconds

Medium Pressure

Warm Peel

Non Sticky Liner

Cotton or Similar fabric

140ºF Washing

3. We highly recommend that you perform a test cut and
print prior to order.
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